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Preneural limitations on letter identification
in central and peripheral vision
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We created a sequential ideal-observer model that could address the question, How much of letter identifica-
tion performance and its change with eccentricity can be accounted for by preneural factors? The ideal-
observer model takes into account preneural factors including the stimulus rendering properties of a CRT dis-
play, the optical imaging quality of the eye, and photon capture and sampling characteristics of the cones. We
validated the formulation of the model by comparing its performance on simple psychophysical tasks with that
of previous sequential ideal-observer models. The model was used to study properties of the image rendering
of letters. For example, the model’s identification of high-resolution letters (i.e., many pixels per letter), but
not low-resolution letters, is largely immune to changes in pixel width. We compared human and ideal-
observer letter-identification acuity for the lowercase alphabet at 0°, 5°, and 20° retinal eccentricity. Acuity of
the ideal observer for high-contrast letters is approximately seven times better than that of the human ob-
servers at 0°. Acuity decreased with eccentricity more rapidly for human observers than for the ideal observer
such that the thresholds differed by a factor of 50 at 20°. A decrease in stimulus duration from 100 to 33 ms
resulted in no decrease in relative threshold size between the human and ideal observers at all eccentricities,
indicating that humans effectively integrate stimulus information over this range. Decreasing contrast from
75% to 25%, however, reduced the difference in acuities twofold at all eccentricities between humans and the
ideal-observer model, consistent with the presence a compressive nonlinearity only in the human observers.
The gap between human and ideal acuity in central vision means that there are substantial limitations in
human letter recognition beyond the stage of photoreceptor sampling. The increasing performance gap be-
tween human and ideal-observer performance with eccentricity implicates an increasing role of neural limita-
tions with eccentricity in limiting human letter identification. © 2002 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 330.0330, 330.4060, 330.1070.
1. INTRODUCTION
Many aspects of the early visual system change with ec-
centricity, including preneural factors such as optical im-
aging quality,1–5 photoreceptor density,6 the sampling ap-
erture of the individual cones,7,8 and the proportion of
long (L)-, medium (M)-, and short (S)-, wavelength-
sensitive cones.9,10 Early stages of neural processing, in-
cluding ganglion cell pooling, are also affected by
eccentricity.11

Our focus in this paper is on the role of preneural vi-
sual factors in letter identification in central and periph-
eral vision. Ultimately, we hope to relate our findings to
known limitations on reading performance in peripheral
vision.12,13 Letter-identification acuity, that is, the recip-
rocal of letter size at threshold, decreases with
eccentricity.14–18 In this paper we investigate how much
of the change in letter-identification performance with ec-
centricity can be accounted for by corresponding changes
in preneural factors, specifically, changes in optical imag-
ing quality of the eye, and capture and absorption of light
in the photoreceptor mosaic of the retina.

Table 1 summarizes important aspects of selected stud-
ies of letter identification in peripheral vision.14,15,19–23

The study reported in this paper differs from this body of
work in the following important ways. First, it measures
letter identification by using the entire lowercase alpha-
bet over a range of eccentricities. Second, it controls for
pupil diameter, an important factor affecting imaging
quality, without use of an external, artificial pupil.
1084-7529/2002/122349-14$15.00 ©
Third, it removes the effects of chromatic aberration by
using stimuli with narrow-wavelength spectra.

We developed an ideal-observer model to investigate
letter identification in central and peripheral vision.
Geisler24 coined the term ‘‘sequential ideal observer’’ to
describe a framework in which a visual task is repre-
sented as a series of transformations in the early visual
system, followed by a decision stage. We used this
framework because it explicitly represents the physiologi-
cal and optical changes in the early visual system from
central to peripheral vision. Using the performance of
this model as a benchmark, we can address how much the
change in human letter-identification performance is
driven by changes in the imaging quality of the eye and
the sampling characteristics of the cone mosaic. This
model extends the previous work by Geisler and col-
leagues in central vision24–27 and Banks et al. in central
and peripheral vision28 in three important ways. First, it
extends their two-alternative forced choice (2-AFC) for-
mulations to N-alternative forced choice (N-AFC), en-
abling it to measure letter-identification performance us-
ing the full alphabet. Second, it represents the imaging
quality of the eye across the visual field without the use of
external artificial pupils. Analysis with artificial pupils,
though convenient from an optics point of view, is less rel-
evant to our long-term interest in peripheral letter recog-
nition in reading. Third, the current model extends the
transformational approach inherent in the sequential
ideal-observer framework into the stimulus generation
2002 Optical Society of America
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domain by making explicit the rendering of letters on a
pixel-based CRT display. This property makes the model
suitable for studying the effect on letter recognition of the
rendering characteristics of such displays.

Our interests in letter recognition in peripheral vision
and reading are linked in the following way. Peripheral
vision participates in the reading process since not only
the centrally fixated letter but also eccentric letters may
be acquired in one fixation.13,29 Peripheral vision is es-
pecially important in reading with visual impairment
that is due to central-field loss, where all the reading is
done in the periphery.30–32

The remainder of the paper follows this plan: First,
the details of the model are presented. We then present
comparisons of the performance of this new model with its
predecessors and an example of its application to the ef-
fects of stimulus rendering on performance. Next we de-
scribe an experiment measuring human letter identifica-
tion in central and peripheral vision. The measured
human performance is compared with the performance of
our model. The paper ends with a general discussion.

2. STRUCTURE OF THE MODEL
Figure 1 illustrates that the model decomposes the task of
letter identification into stages of stimulus rendering,
retinal image formation, and image sampling. The first
stage, consisting of three transformations, builds a spa-
tiotemporal representation of the stimulus rendered on
a monochrome display monitor. The second stage
transforms this external stimulus into a retinal image,
and the third stage forms a pattern of photons absorbed
by cones within a synthesized patch of photoreceptors.

Table 2 summarizes important characteristics of the
Geisler, Banks, and current models. Geisler26 formu-
lated his model for central vision only. To represent the
characteristics of the eye’s imaging system, he used the
line-spread function of Campbell and Gubisch2 for 2-mm
pupils to form the point-spread function (PSF). The
model of the retinal sampling was simplified.33 He for-
mulated the model for 2-AFC tasks34 and measured the
model’s performance on a number of simple psychophysi-
cal tasks.

Banks and his colleagues28 extended the sequential
ideal-observer into the periphery (0°–40°). The model
used more-restrictive optics,35 resulting in a high-spatial-
frequency cutoff at 48 cycles per degree36 (cpd). How-
ever, the sampling of the retinal image was more sophis-
ticated than Geisler’s.37 Banks measured the contrast-
sensitivity function (CSF) of the model and of humans by
using a half-cosine-enveloped circular sinewave-grating
patch with a constant number of cycles.

Our model, like those of Geisler and Banks, uses the
photon absorptions within each of the cone photoreceptors
in a synthesized mosaic as the input to a decision stage.38

The model’s performance reveals how much task-relevant
Fig. 1. Representations of the stimulus and the stages of the model that convert one representation to another.

Table 1. Aspects of Some of the Studies of Identification Performance
in the Periphery or of Lowercase Letter Identification

Study
Number of
Optotypes Optotype Set

Eccentricities
Measured (deg)

Time
(ms)

Pupil
Diameter

Foreground
cd/m2

Background
cd/m2

Beckmann and Legge
(this paper)

26 Lowercase times 0, 5, 20 100 4 mm 300 30

Ludvigh15 5 Snellen (F, E, C, L, T) 0–10 a a black ink 30
Bouma19 25 Lowercase Courier 0–11 200 a black ink 60
Anstis14 26 Uppercase Helvetica 0–60 a a black ink 21.6
Sanford21 26 Lowercase Snellen 0 a a black ink white paper
Roethlein20 1352 26 type faces, both

uppercase and
lowercase

0 a a black ink white paper

Seiple et al.74 9 Sloan 0–22 variable a 73 46
van Nes72 25 Lowercase Courier 0–3 100 a black ink variable

a Uncontrolled.
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Table 2. Key Characteristics of the Current Model and Closely Related Earlier Models in the Literature

Characteristic Geisler24 Banks et al.28 This Paper

Eccentricity Foveal 0°, 2°, 5°, 10°, 20°, 40° 0°, 5°, 20°
Stimulus

Type Fourier Fourier Bitmap
Rendering None None CRT (Gaussian pixel)
Wavelength Monochromatic White Monochromatic, extendableb

Optics
PSF Sum of two Gaussians Diffraction-limited 1.5 mm Sum of two Gaussians
based on Campbell and Gubisch2 Wave theory Navarro et al.4

Photoreceptor mosaic
Geometry Triangular close-packed Triangular Eccentricity dependent
Anatomical diameter Fixed ISD and OSDa ISDa

Aperture Cylindrical Cylindrical Gaussian
Position jitter None None Eccentricity dependent
Isomerization rate Fixed Eccentricity dependent Fixed

Decision rule
Type 2-AFCa 2-IFCa N-AFCa

Noise Poisson @ receptor Poisson @ receptor Poisson @ receptor

a ISD, inner segment diameter; OSD, outer segment diameter; AFC, alternative forced-choice paradigm; IFC, interval forced-choice paradigm.
b Although the model is monochromatic, it has been structured in a way that its extension to polychromatic stimuli is relatively straightforward.
information is contained at the input to the decision
stage, that is, at the level of photon absorption in the reti-
nal cones.

This sequential ideal-observer approach stands in con-
trast to ideal-observer models that factor out effects of the
early visual system, typically by adding external noise to
the stimulus.39 The addition of luminance noise swamps
the noise in early vision and probes statistical efficiency
at a decision stage that occurs later in the visual system.
Letter-identification performance of this type of model is
generally measured as a function of signal-to-noise ratio40

(SNR). Our approach in the present paper focuses on the
characteristics of the early, preneural visual system with
the only noise limitation arising from the photon flux.

A. Formulation of the Model

1. Stimuli
Letter stimuli are frequently generated on a CRT-based
display system. This generation process, represented by
the first three transformations in Fig. 1, converts an ab-
stract outline for a letter in a particular font into the spa-
tiotemporal pattern of light actually presented to the par-
ticipant. The pattern of stimulus light presented for any
given letter depends on the shape of that letter within the
typeface used (e.g., Courier), the characteristics of the sig-
nals generated by the computer’s display electronics, and
how the display device converts those signals into light.41

The model represents the light produced by each pixel as
a two-dimensional (2D) Gaussian spatial intensity
distribution.42 The bitmaps are displayed on the CRT for
a fixed duration and are superimposed on an unstruc-
tured field of veiling light bright enough to stimulate pho-
topic vision.

2. Optical Image Formation
The spatiotemporal pattern of light of a stimulus is im-
aged on the retinal surface by the optics of the eye. Fig-
ure 2 illustrates a number of PSF profiles relevant to our
model. We used the data reported by Navarro et al.,4

who used the method of Santamarı́a et al.43 to assess
the optical quality of the eye with natural pupil and
accommodation.44 The field scale of the eye was calcu-
lated for each eccentricity,48 (see Table 3). The eye
contains longitudinal and transverse chromatic
aberration.51–53 The current model avoids these effects
by restricting its scope to monochromatic stimuli. We
performed the human experiments under corresponding
conditions (see Section 3).

3. Image Sampling by the Retina
We consider photopic vision and sampling by the cones
only. The size of the light-collecting aperture of the cones
and the spacing between individual cones increases with
eccentricity. Psychophysical studies8 have demonstrated
that the size of this aperture is directly proportional to

Fig. 2. PSFs used in the model are shown for 0°, 5°, and 20° ec-
centricity. They were derived from Navarro et al.4 by using a
sum of two Gaussian functions. In addition, the data of Camp-
bell and Gubisch2 for a 3.4-mm pupil in white light and the dif-
fraction limit for a 4-mm pupil are shown. The curves shown
have been normalized to a peak amplitude of 1.0 to emphasize
the differences in their shapes.
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the cross section of the cone’s inner segment. The cross
section of the cones changes from central to peripheral
retina. The capture area of the sampling units in our
model used the inner-segment diameters that Curcio
measured across the human retina.54

Using histological methods, Curcio found a threefold
variation in the peak density of cone photoreceptors
(100,000–300,000/mm2) from individual to individual.6

The findings of Marcos and her colleagues using living
eyes55 supported those of Curcio. The simulations pre-
sented here use an intermediate peak value of
200,000/mm2. The geometry of the mean cone position
varies with eccentricity, in a tight-packed triangular mo-
saic in the central fovea and in a diamond mosaic in the
far periphery.50 The positions of individual cones depart
from this arrangement, perturbed by a spatial jitter with
a Gaussian distribution of zero mean and an eccentricity-
dependent standard deviation. We arranged the sam-
pling units within our model in this way.

The distribution of the three cone classes changes with
eccentricity as well. The S-cone submosaic density has
been measured directly.9 Other psychophysical studies
have placed the ratio of L:M cones very close to 2:156–58

and have shown this ratio to be constant across the
retina.59 Roorda and Williams,60 using direct imaging
techniques, have recently shown that considerable vari-
ability in this ratio exists in subjects with normal color vi-
sion. The L:M cone ratio for the two subjects of their
study were 1.2:1 and 3.6:1. The work reported here will
be based on an intermediate 2:1 L:M cone ratio.

Figure 3 shows examples of cone photoreceptor mosaics
synthesized by the current model. The receptor locations
are determined by using the algorithm outlined by Curcio
and Sloan.50 The geometry, the inner-segment diameter,
and the jitter vary with retinal eccentricity. The assign-
ment of any particular cone to the S, M, or L class is de-
termined by a random draw, weighted by the proportion
of the three classes at that cone’s eccentricity.61
4. Cone-Class-Dependent Absorption Calculations
Following Geisler,24 the absorption probability62 for each
cone class (S, M, L) is determined from the absorption
data of Estevez.64 The absorption of the macular pig-
ment is insignificant at 555 nm, the wavelength consid-
ered here (see Wyszecki and Stiles,64 p. 721). The un-
bleached fraction of cone photopigment for the anticipated
10–100-cd/m2 background luminance range varies from
99.4 to 94.1%. The effects of cone bleaching are ignored
in the simulations reported here.

5. Computational Approach
For each CRT pixel, the model first performs the spatial
convolution of the pixel luminance function and the eye’s
PSF. The result is the pixel’s light distribution on the
retinal surface. Then the distance between the center of
a pixel image and the center of each photoreceptor aper-
ture is calculated. This distance is used to calculate the
convolution of the aperture of the photoreceptor and the
pixel image on the retina. For each photoreceptor, the in-
tegral of this convolution is proportional to the mean
number of photons captured by the photoreceptor from
the pixel. The model exploits the Gaussian representa-
tions of the pixel profile, the optical PSF of the eye, and
the photoreceptor aperture to make closed-form calcula-
tions strictly in the spatial domain.

In this way, the model calculates a transfer vector (see
Appendix A) from each pixel on the CRT to the entire pho-
toreceptor mosaic of the retinal patch. The elements of
this vector represent how much of the light from that
pixel is received by each photoreceptor in the mosaic. An
entire stimulus pattern is represented by a bitmap, i.e., a
set of scaling factors for the peak luminance of each pixel.
To calculate the photons captured for each photoreceptor
from a displayed stimulus, then, the transfer vector for
each pixel is multiplied by that pixel’s peak luminance in
the bitmap being considered. The photons contributed
by that pixel in the bitmap are added to the photons con-
Table 3. Optical and Retinal Parameters at 0°, 5°, and 20° Eccentricity Used in the Simulations

Parameter

Eccentricity (deg)

Units0 5 20

PSFa

a1 0.570 0.546 0.497
s1 0.348 0.369 0.356 Arc minutes
s2 1.530 1.804 2.262 Arc minutes

Photoreceptor patch
Cone Density 200,000 18,000 3,000 Inverse square millimeters
Compression ratiob 0.760 0.838 0.900
Jitterb 0.117 0.149 0.155
Inner-segment diameter 2.23 6.98 8.10 Micrometers
Chen aperture s 0.455 1.42 1.65 Micrometers

Cone proportions
L-cone proportion 0.667 0.622 0.620
M-cone proportion 0.333 0.311 0.310
S-cone proportion 0.000 0.067 0.070

a The parameters shown were determined by fitting the data in Fig. 2 with the sum of two Gaussians with a two-dimensional integral of 1.0.
b The parameters ‘‘compression ratio’’ and ‘‘jitter’’ are used in our receptor-mosaic synthesis routine after Curcio and Sloan.50
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Fig. 3. Three synthetic cone mosaics at 0°, 5°, and 20° (left to right) with jitter. These mosaics were generated from the parameters in
Table 3. S cones are the lightest gray and L cones the darkest, with M cones rendered at an intermediate level of gray. 25-mm bars are
shown in the lower-right corner of each panel for reference.
tributed by other pixels. This procedure is performed
over all pixels, with the contributions from each pixel ac-
cumulated in the captured photon count for each photore-
ceptor.

The photon count calculated in this way represents the
mean number of photons captured by each photoreceptor
for a stimulus presentation. The proportion of captured
photons absorbed by the photoreceptor depends on the
cone class and the wavelength of the photon. Quantum
noise with Poisson statistics65 is the only uncertainty that
limits the performance of this ideal observer.

For a simulated trial, the model produces an absorption
image in which each element represents the number of
photons absorbed by a photoreceptor during the trial.
(This image includes the contributions of quantum noise.)
Given this absorption image, the model must decide
which of N possible stimuli was most likely presented.
To do this, the model uses precomputed image templates,
one for each of the N possible stimuli. The elements of
these templates represent the average number of photons
absorbed by that receptor when that stimulus is present.
The templates are used together with the trial absorp-
tions in the mosaic photoreceptors to evaluate the likeli-
hood of the absorptions arising from each possible stimu-
lus letter. The model uses a weighted minimum-distance
classifier67 to make this decision. (See Appendix B for
details.) The model is implemented in C on an SGI work
station.

B. Validation of the Model
Our model follows directly from those of Geisler24 and
Banks,28 and it is important to compare its performance
with that of its predecessors. While the formulations are
different, the underlying assumptions (e.g., Poisson quan-
tum noise, sampling by photoreceptors, decision stage at
the level of quantum absorption) are very similar. To
validate the model, we compared its performance on in-
tensity discrimination, two-dot discrimination, and
contrast-sensitivity tasks.

1. Intensity Discrimination
Human performance in the intensity-discrimination task
at low luminance levels follows the DeVries–Rose law
DN/AN 5 k, where N is the number of photons in the
stimulus and DN is the threshold increment. This law is
what would be expected from a system limited only by
quantum noise. This would be the expected performance
of the model since it is quantum noise limited at all lumi-
nance levels. We verified this with its performance, over
a 4-log-unit range of total absorbed photons, which fell
close to the DeVries–Rose law behavior of Geisler’s model
for which DN/AN 5 1.36.

Since this task depends only on intensity differences
and not on spatial factors, these results validate the
N-AFC formulation of the decision stage as equivalent to
the 2-AFC decision stage of Geisler’s model.

2. Two-Point Resolution
The two-point resolution task furthers the verification by
examining the interplay between the model’s optical im-
aging and retinal sampling. The model’s task was to dis-
criminate between two stimuli. One stimulus was a
single pixel in the center of the display. The other stimu-
lus consisted of two pixels, equally spaced left and right of
the position of the center pixel, both with 1/2 the intensity
of the pixel in the first stimulus. The stimuli were pre-
sented at 0°, 5°, and 20° eccentricity, with no veiling light,
for 0.1 s. Each pixel subtended 41 arc sec (62 standard
deviations of diameter). The threshold separation of the
two pixels in the second stimulus (75% correct perfor-
mance) was determined at a number of levels of absorbed
photons.

For a mean of 50 absorbed quanta for the single-dot
stimulus (25 each for the two-dot stimulus) the threshold
separation was 60 arc sec for all three eccentricities.
Threshold separation dropped to 20 arc sec for a mean of
5000 absorbed quanta from the stimuli.

The performance of the current model at all three ec-
centricities closely matches the performance of Geisler’s
model in central vision with a 0.25-arc-min optical blur.
The threshold separation varies with the 21/4 power of
intensity, similar to Geisler’s model in central vision.

Our model’s performance in central vision and that of
Geisler’s model match across a wide range of quantal ab-
sorptions. However, the constancy of threshold separa-
tions with eccentricity in our model is puzzling for two
reasons. First, the proportion of the retinal surface not
occupied by cone apertures increases considerably from
central vision to 20° eccentricity, presumably making it
harder to detect dots. The two-dot resolution perfor-
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mance, however, is evaluated in terms of absorbed
quanta, not stimulus quanta. In addition, because the
point-source images are circular and cover a great many
cones, even in peripheral vision, the model is likely mak-
ing use of small differences in the absorbed photon pat-
terns of one- and two-dot patterns to support its decision.
Second, imaging quality is often thought to decline with
eccentricity, with an adverse effect on two-dot resolution.
Navarro et al.4 found, however, that optical imaging qual-
ity declined slowly with eccentricity.

It is a surprising result of our analysis that ideal-
observer performance is immune to retinal eccentricity
out to 20°, at least when performance is measured in
terms of absorbed photons.

3. Contrast-Sensitivity Function
Banks and colleagues measured the contrast sensitivity of
his version of the ideal-observer model in central and pe-
ripheral vision.28,68 To compare the pattern-vision per-
formance of his model with that of ours, we measured the
CSF of our model at 0°, 5°, and 20° eccentricity using the
same stimuli that Banks used.

The model performed a two-AFC detection task under
conditions similar to those used by Banks. One stimulus
was a 7.5-cycle Gabor patch.69 The other stimulus field
was the same size and blank. The presentation was 0.1 s
long on an unstructured background of 340 cd/m2. The
threshold criterion was 75% correct.

The results of the simulations are shown in Fig. 4. At
0°, the contrast sensitivity declines from 1000 at 10 cpd to
100 at 30 cpd. The values at 5° follows this same pat-
tern. For 20° eccentricity, the CSF declines from 400 at
10 cpd to 40 at 30 cpd. The cutoff spatial frequencies
were 78, 61, and 55 cpd at 0°, 5°, and 20°.

The sensitivities of the current model are similar to
those found by Banks. Notably, however, the CSF cutoffs
for the current model are higher. Banks’s CSF cutoff de-
pends more strongly on eccentricity, 60 cpd at 0° dropping
to ;20 cpd at 20°. Consideration of diffraction limits70

would place the cutoff between 62.5 and 110 cpd. The
cutoff frequency of our model at all eccentricities is within
this range.

4. Summary
We tested our model with tasks performed by previous se-
quential ideal-observer models. Square-root-law perfor-
mance for intensity discrimination was identical to that of
Geisler’s model, with the same constant of proportional-
ity. Two-dot resolution performance was identical to that
of Geisler over a 4-log-unit range of absorbed quanta.
Contrast sensitivity across eccentricity was comparable to
that found by Banks28 but with systematically higher cut-
off frequencies for the current model than those of Banks.

C. Application to Rendering of Small Letters
One of the unique aspects of the current model is the at-
tention paid to the rendering of the stimulus. The model
can be used to show how changes in rendering of charac-
ters affect the information available to early vision. We
illustrate with one example. We ask, How is the model’s
letter acuity affected by the interaction of the width of the
pixels with the number of pixels used to render letters?

1. Method
Lowercase Times-Roman letters were used as stimuli.
Absorption template sets were generated by changing the
rendering resolution (i.e., number of pixels per x height)
and the pixel luminance profile. The visual letter size
was changed by varying the viewing-distance parameter
of the model, with the physical size of the letter remain-
ing the same. The simulated trials consisted of a 100-ms
presentation with a background luminance of 0.034 cd/m2

and a foreground luminance of 0.34 cd/m2. The Michel-

Fig. 4. Contrast-sensitivity performance of the model at 0°, 5°,
and 20° eccentricity. The stimulus was a horizontal cosine grat-
ing modulated by a half-cosine envelope spanning 7.5 grating pe-
riods. The background luminance was 340 cd/m2 and the expo-
sure duration was 100 ms, with 400 simulated trials per point.
The CRT pixel spacing was 1/7 mm and the spatial standard de-
viation of the pixel luminance profile was 0.1 mm. Data from
Banks et al.28 are shown for comparison.
Fig. 5. Letter-identification performance as a function of visual size for letters of fixed physical size but different pixel profiles. (a)
Letters rendered with 27 pixels over the height of a lowercase x. (b) Letters rendered with nine pixels over an x height, 100 simulated
trials per point.
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son contrast was 82%. For each condition, each letter of
the alphabet was presented 100 times. The percent cor-
rect performance of the model was calculated.

2. Results
The effect of pixel width on the model’s performance is
summarized in Fig. 5(a). The letters with 27-pixel x
heights were rendered with pixel-profile standard devia-
tions of 1, 2, 5, and 10 times the pixel spacing. The
physical height of the letter was constant, and the visual
size of the letter was varied by changing the viewing dis-
tance.

Performance changed little with pixel width for 1.6-
and 2.5-arc-min-high letters, with the spread widening
slightly to ;2% at 3.1-arc-min letter size. Only a modest
performance decrement occurred when the pixels were
broadened to ten times the pixel spacing. The lack of ef-
fect is surprising given the amount of image degradation
that these broad pixels induce. To investigate possible
interaction between the rendering resolution and the ef-
fect of pixel profile, comparable simulations were run
with the 9-pixel x-height letters. The results of these
simulations are summarized in Fig. 5(b).

The expected degradation of performance by broad pix-
els is more apparent in Fig. 5(b). Even when the letters
are four times the acuity limit, the ideal observer cannot
reach 100% performance for the letters rendered with the
broadest pixels. Thus broad pixels do affect the perfor-
mance of the model for coarsely sampled letters but have
little effect on performance for more finely sampled let-
ters.

3. COMPARING HUMAN AND IDEAL
LETTER RECOGNITION IN CENTRAL AND
PERIPHERAL VISION
A. Introduction
How much of the change in human letter acuity from cen-
tral to peripheral vision can be accounted for by changes
in the optical imaging and photoreceptor sampling of the
eye? To address this question, we measured human
letter-identification performance at 0°, 5°, and 20° eccen-
tricity. We compared human performance with the per-
formance of our sequential ideal-observer model. To en-
hance the informativeness of the comparison, three
aspects of the model and experiment were carefully
matched in this study, namely, the stimulus generation,42

the optical imaging of the eye,4 and the sampling charac-
teristics of the cone photoreceptors.6,8–10,54,60

Previous research71–74 indicates that human letter rec-
ognition is largely independent of contrast above some
critical level and largely independent of exposure time be-
yond some critical duration. On the other hand, we
would expect an ideal observer to benefit from both in-
creasing contrast and prolonged exposure time. To the
extent that these expectations are confirmed, the differ-
ence between human and ideal letter recognition will de-
pend on these two stimulus parameters. For this reason,
we evaluated the effects of letter contrast (75% and 25%)
and exposure time (100 ms and 33 ms) on human and
ideal performance under conditions permitting a direct
comparison. We are also interested in the effect of expo-
sure time because of its relevance to reading speed.

B. Method

1. Stimuli
The stimulus set consisted of the 26 lowercase letters
from the Postscript™ Times-Roman font. Three sets of
letters with x heights of 20, 60, and 300 pixels were gen-
erated for use at 0°, 5°, and 20°.75 (These sizes were cho-
sen to approximate the differences in letter acuity at the
three eccentricities.)

Bright letter images were generated by using an Elec-
trohome CRT with a pixel pitch of 1/7 mm and an esti-
mated pixel width of 0.1 mm. A 40-cd/m2 stimulus back-
ground was generated with a slide projector and optically
combined with letter images for presentation to the par-
ticipant. The angular character size was controlled by
varying the viewing distance while keeping the physical
size of the letters constant. Before target presentation, a
pattern of four inward-pointed arrowheads was displayed
to cue the location of the upcoming letter for the partici-
pant. For presentations in the peripheral visual field,
the participant used a white bowtie-shaped pattern as a
fixation mark.76,77 For foveal presentations, the pattern
of arrowheads served as a fixation and accommodation
target.

In the first experiment, psychometric functions (per-
cent correct versus character size) were measured for
high-contrast letters (75% Michelson contrast) presented
for 100 ms. In the second and third experiments, psycho-
metric functions were measured for reduced-contrast let-
ters (25% Michelson contrast) presented for 100 ms and
high-contrast letters presented for 33 ms.

2. Instrumentation and Procedure
A bite bar stabilized the participant’s head for pupilom-
etry. A view of the left eye was imaged as a reflection in
a prism beam splitter positioned close to the eye. An
ISCAN eyetracking system monitored the pupil diameter
with infrared light. The luminance of a white surround
was adjusted to keep the pupil at 4 mm (typically between
20 and 40 cd/m2). When the pupil diameter was between
3.5 and 4.5 mm, a beep sounded and the stimulus was
presented to the central (0°) or nasal (5°, 20°) visual field
of the participant’s left eye. The participant made letter-
identification responses on a keyboard. Computer-
generated voice verification was used to check for typing
accuracy.

The 26 lowercase letters were presented in random or-
der five times per block. Each session consisted of nine
blocks. The block sequence rotated three times through

Table 4. Participant Summary

Subject Age
Visual
Acuity

Log Contrast
Sensitivity

BJS 29 20/16 1.65
BLG 22 20/16 1.95
PJBa 45 20/16 1.80
TRS 23 20/12.5 1.80

a Wore corrective lenses during the experiment.
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the three eccentricities of 0°, 5°, and 20° in that order but
with a different starting eccentricity for each session.
These nine blocks generated data for one character size at
each eccentricity and lasted approximately 2 h. Between
experimental sessions, the angular letter size for all three
eccentricities was varied by changing the viewing dis-
tance.

3. Data Analysis
We fitted our psychometric functions with the Weibull
function:
p~ s! 5 1 2 $~25/26!* exp@2~ s/a!b#% (1)

where s 5 letter size, p 5 proportion correct, and b
5 slope parameter and when the guessing rate is 1/26
and the finger error rate is 0; p(a)50.646. We used resa-
mpling statistical methods78,79 to evaluate the variability
of the slope and threshold letter size estimates, using the
Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm80 to search for mini-
mum chi-square.
Fig. 6. Proportion correct as a function of letter x height in arc minutes for four human participants and the ideal-observer model
(IDEAL). Psychometric data are given for 100-ms presentations at Michelson contrast of 75%. Mean performance is plotted for the
three data blocks at 0°, 5°, and 20° eccentricity. Weibull-function fits to the block means are shown. Standard deviation bars are shown
when they are larger than the symbols.

Table 5. Mean Weibull Slope Parameter (beta) and Threshold Letter Size (alpha)
for the Three Experiments

Eccentricity
(deg)

High Contrast/100 ms Low Contrast/100 ms High Contrast/33 ms

BGS BLG PJB TRS Ideal BJS PJB Ideal BJS PJB Ideal

Weibull Threshold Size (arc min)
0 4.8 3.9 4.2 4.4 0.66 7.3 7.3 1.9 4.3 5 0.83
5 11.9 16.9 18.4 23.3 0.93 14.7 24.3 2.4 15.8 23.9 1.2

20 54.4 52.1 69.3 61.1 1.1 49.4 99.1 3 51.6 94.6 1.4
Weibull Slope Parameter

0 3.7 3.4 2.6 2.3 2.8 2.9 3.1 3.1 3.6 2.9 2.7
5 2.6 1.9 2.5 1.5 2.3 2.8 3.1 3.1 2 2.4 2.6

20 2.3 4.6 3.2 2.8 1.8 3.8 3.5 2.9 4.8 2.6 2
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4. Participants
Four observers with normal vision participated in the
study. Table 4 summarizes their visual attributes. Acu-
ities are stated for central vision of the left eye (the eye
used in the experiment) as measured at 4 m with the
Lighthouse ETDRS letter chart (2nd ed.). Contrast sen-
sitivity was measured at 1 m with the Pelli–Robson Con-
trast Sensitivity chart. Participant PJB wore spectacles
during the test and experiments. The other participants
did not require refractive correction. Consent forms and
experimental procedures were approved by the Human
Subject Committee of the University of Minnesota. All
participants gave informed consent.

C. Results

1. High-Contrast, 100-ms Presentation
Acuity psychometric functions for high-contrast letters,
presented for 100 ms, are plotted in Fig. 6. Values for the
Weibull threshold (a) and slope (b) are summarized in

Fig. 7. Threshold letter size as a function of eccentricity for four
human participants and the ideal-observer model. Standard de-
viations of the thresholds from resampling analysis are shown
when they are larger than the symbol. The ideal-observer
model data are shown at two different scales. The open squares
show the data on the same scale as the human data (use the left-
axis scale). The open circles show the data on an expanded scale
to show detail (use the right-axis scale).

Fig. 8. Change in threshold letter size with a decrease in con-
trast from 75% to 25% with exposure time of 100 ms. The ratio
of low-contrast threshold letter size over high-contrast threshold
letter size as a function of eccentricity for two human partici-
pants and the ideal-observer model is shown.
Table 5. The thresholds for the human participants fol-
low a linear increase with eccentricity, with the best-
fitting line having the form a 5 3.78 1 (2.76h) (Pear-
son’s r 5 0.997), where a is the threshold x height in arc
minutes and h is eccentricity in degrees of visual angle.
This reflects an E2 value of 1.37°. The thresholds are
plotted as a function of eccentricity in Fig. 7.

Note that the thresholds for the ideal-observer model
are much smaller than those for the human observers.
The ideal thresholds increase from 0° to 5° and then flat-
ten from 5° to 20°.

The slopes of the psychometric functions for both hu-
mans and the model (Table 5) generally fell between 2.0
and 3.5, decreasing from 0° to 5°, and either remained
constant or increased from 5° to 20°. This relatively
small variability in slope means that our threshold com-
parisons across observers and eccentricities remain stable
for different threshold criteria.

2. Lower Contrast and Shorter Presentation
Participants BJS and PJB performed letter identification
under circumstances identical to those in the first experi-
ment but with lower contrast. These measurements
were made with contrast for the human observers at 19–
27% and for the ideal observer at 20%. Performance data
for these two participants and the ideal-observer model
relative to that of the high-contrast condition are shown
in Fig. 8. With reduction in contrast, threshold letter
size increased 2.6 to 2.9 times for the ideal observer, de-
pending on eccentricity, but only 25–74% for the two hu-
man participants in all but one case.

In addition, BJS and PJB performed letter identifica-
tion under circumstances identical to those in the main
experiment but with a shorter presentation time, 33 ms
rather than 100 ms.81 Performance data for these two
participants and the ideal-observer model relative to that
of the 100-ms condition are shown in Fig. 9. Threshold
letter size for participant PJB increased 19–37% with de-

Fig. 9. Change in threshold letter size with a decrease in expo-
sure time from 100 to 33 ms with contrast of 75%. The ratio of
33-ms threshold letter size over 100-ms threshold letter size as a
function of eccentricity for two human participants and the ideal-
observer model is shown.
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creased exposure time. The effects of decreased exposure
on the performance of participant BJS were mixed. With
decreased exposure time from 100 to 33 ms, the threshold
letter size of the model increased by 26–29%, depending
on eccentricity. The effect of decreasing exposure time on
PJB and the model were almost identical.

As in the main experiment, the weak effects of the
stimulus parameters on slopes of the psychometric func-
tions (Table 5) mean that comparisons of threshold values
across conditions are fairly stable for different threshold
criteria.

4. GENERAL DISCUSSION
The main goal of this paper was to compare the letter-
identification performance of human observers in central
and peripheral vision with that of an ideal-observer model
of preneural vision. The human thresholds measured in
this study are similar to those measured in other studies.
For the Anstis14 and Ludvigh15 data, and for participants
BJS and BLG in the current study, the threshold letter
size grows from 4 arc min at 0° eccentricity to ;55 arc
min at 20° (2.5 arc min/degree). For participants PJB
and TRS, the threshold letter size grows from ;4 arc min
at 0° to 60–70 arc min at 20° (3 arc min/degree). Despite
the differences in character sets, viewing conditions, and
threshold criteria, these studies yield generally similar
results from 0° to 20°.

A. Differences in Central-Field Acuity of the Ideal and
the Human Observers
The mean acuity letter size for the human observers at 0°
for high-contrast letters is 6.63 larger than the threshold
letter size for the ideal-observer model. What could ex-
plain this performance difference? We consider three
possible factors: spatial uncertainty, contrast coding,
and temporal integration.

One possible source of the acuity difference is spatial
uncertainty in the human observers. In target-detection
tasks, ideal-observer models improve on human perfor-
mance by taking advantage of exact knowledge of the spa-
tial locations of stimuli. For a human observer, the point
of gaze drifts and exhibits high-frequency tremor during
fixation.82 The gaze drift would result in uncertainty in
the nominal position of the stimulus image relative to the
cone mosaic, and the tremor during fixation would result
in additional blur. While spatial uncertainty in stimulus
location is unlikely to be as important in an identification
task, it is possible that this factor plays a role in account-
ing for a portion of the large difference between human
and ideal acuities. Although we did not include spatial
uncertainty in our simulations, we can estimate the mag-
nitude of the effect from the work of Tjan.83 Using an
ideal-observer analysis and methods similar to those that
he reported for object identification,84 Tjan estimated the
effect of positional uncertainty (related to the uncertainty
generated by drift during fixation) on letter-identification
performance.85 Using Tjan’s data, we estimate that po-
sitional uncertainty might increase the acuity-size letters
for the ideal observer by ;33%. This is likely an under-
estimate of the effect of spatial uncertainty on the perfor-
mance of our model, however, since Tjan’s ideal-observer
analysis was only of the external stimuli and was not lim-
ited either by the optics of the eye or the sampling of the
retinal mosaic. Nevertheless, this analysis suggests that
positional uncertainty plays only a minor role in account-
ing for the difference in human and ideal letter acuity in
central vision.

The ideal-observer model contains no explicit contrast-
processing stages. It implicitly represents contrast in
the difference in captured photons across the mosaic.
How does the reduction in stimulus contrast change the
relationships between human and ideal threshold letter
sizes? Reducing letter contrast from 75% to 25% de-
creased the ratio by a factor of approximately 2 at all ec-
centricities. This result shows that human acuity is
closer to ideal values at low contrast, which implies that
humans are inefficient in using the extra information as-
sociated with higher-contrast letters in improving acuity.

The effects of contrast reduction can be considered in
the context of compressive contrast processing or contrast
gain control. In this view, the weaker effect of contrast
on human performance than on ideal performance is due
to the operation of a nonlinear contrast-compression
stage.86 The model, however, has no such compressive
nonlinearity, and its acuity has a stronger dependence on
stimulus contrast.

How does the reduction in exposure time change the re-
lationships between human and ideal threshold letter
sizes? Figure 9 reveals that a change in exposure time
from 100 to 33 ms resulted in an equivalent increase in
the threshold letter size for both the model and partici-
pant PJB by ;30% at all three eccentricities. The effect
on the acuity of BJS relative to the ideal was mixed.

The ideal-observer model contains no temporal-
processing limitations. The signal strength associated
with the stimulus accumulates as long as the stimulus is
present with the SNR increasing as the square root of the
accumulated photon count in the photoreceptors. The
model has an infinite integration period; longer exposures
improve SNR indefinitely. Participant PJB acted like an
‘‘integrator’’ for letter identification. The effect of expo-
sure duration on the acuity of PJB paralleled its effect on
the acuity of the ideal observer at all eccentricities.

To summarize, the sevenfold difference between human
and ideal letter acuities in central vision is probably due
at least in part to human spatial uncertainty and
compressive-contrast coding in humans.

B. Differences in Peripheral-Field Acuity of the Ideal
and Human Observers
Figure 10 shows the change in acuity for the four partici-
pants in the first experiment and the ideal observer, nor-
malized to central acuity. For the human observers there
is approximately a fourfold increase in threshold letter
size at 5° with respect to 0° and a fourteen-fold increase at
20°. The ideal observer, however, exhibits only a 41%
and 67% increase at 5° and 20°. Clearly, factors not rep-
resented in our model have important influences on pe-
ripheral human letter acuity. Presumably, these factors
are neural in origin and postreceptoral. A candidate fac-
tor is the change in ganglion-cell density across the
retina. When the threshold letter size of the ideal ob-
server is multiplied by the ganglion-cell pooling factor es-
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timated by Banks,28,87 threshold letter size increases ap-
proximately sevenfold at 5° and by approximately
twentyfold at 20° with respect to 0°, quite close to the hu-
man values. Although no one has yet incorporated
ganglion-cell processing into sequential ideal-observer
models, ganglion-cell pooling may be an important deter-
minant of changes in peripheral acuity.

In brief summary, we have developed a sequential
ideal-observer model of letter acuity across the visual
field. The model includes the preneural visual processes
likely to affect letter recognition. The model’s perfor-
mance sets a standard that describes what would be ex-
pected if all the information present at the front end of
neural processing were used optimally. Human acuity
falls far short of this standard, with the difference in-
creasing from central to peripheral vision. It is likely
that a substantial portion of the neural-processing deficit
occurs at early stages—effects of spatial uncertainty, con-
trast compression, and ganglion-cell pooling—although it
remains possible that a portion of the deficit is attribut-
able to higher-level decision stages.

APPENDIX A: FUNCTIONAL FORM OF THE
TRANSFER MATRIX ELEMENTS
The Gaussian pixel radiance function pixel(x, y) of
amplitude pamp and spatial standard deviation psd is
written

pixel~x, y ! 5 pampH S 1

2p psd2D expS 2Fx2 1 y2

2 psd2 G D J .

(A1)

The PSF is modeled as the sum of two Gaussians. Each
component has horizontal and vertical spatial standard
deviations psf hsd and psfvsd and is written

Fig. 10. Change in threshold letter size under high-contrast,
100-ms exposure conditions. Threshold letter size normalized to
that at 0° for four human participants and the ideal-observer
model is shown. In addition, the normalized threshold letter
size for the model, multiplied by the estimate of ganglion-cell
pooling of Banks et al.28 is plotted.
psf~x, y ! 5 S 1

2p psfhsd psfvsdD
3 expS 2F x2

2 psfhsd2 1
y2

2 psfvsd2G D
(A2)

The convolution produced the retinal intensity function:

retina~x, y ! 5 pixel ^ psf

5 EE
2`

1`

pixel@~x 2 h!,

~ y 2 v !#psf~h, v !dhdv. (A3)

The receptor capture function with a standard deviation
of recepsd and a peak of 1.0 (complete capture) can be
written

capture~x, y ! 5 expS 2F x2 1 y2

2 recepsd2G D . (A4)

Consider the centers of a pixel image and receptor aper-
ture offset by x0 and y0 . The amount of light captured
by the receptor from the pixel is the integral of the prod-
uct of the irradiance function and the aperture and can be
shown to be

transfer~x0 , y0! 5 S recepsd2

sh sv D expS 2F x0
2

2sh2 1
y0

2

2sv2G D ,

(A5)

where

sh 5 ~psd2 1 psfhsd2 1 recepsd2!1/2 (A6)

and

sv 5 ~psd2 1 psfvsd2 1 recepsd2!1/2. (A7)

The ultimate transfer function is formed by superposition
of the transfer functions arising from both of the Gauss-
ian components of the PSF.

APPENDIX B: DECISION-STAGE
CALCULATIONS
A template, made up of elements mij representing the
mean number of photons absorbed in receptor j when
stimulus i is presented, is precalculated for each possible
stimulus. The model must evaluate the likelihood that a
stimulus i has been presented given a pattern of photon
absorptions Zj , where j ranges over the receptors:

Li 5 )
j

p~mijuZj!. (B1)

Since log likelihood is monotonic with likelihood and we
require only a ranking of the likelihood values, we calcu-
late an equivalent likelihood measure:

li 5 ln~Li! 5 (
j

ln~ p~mijuZj!. (B2)

For the Poisson equation,
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ln@ p~mijuZj!# 5
mij

Zj exp~2mij!

Zj!
(B3)

For Zj less than 11, Eq. (B3) is used to compute the con-
tribution of receptor j to the likelihood. For Zj of 11 and
greater, the Gaussian approximation to the Poisson dis-
tribution can be used. For those receptors, the contribu-
tion to li is computed as

li 5 ln@ p~mijuZj!#

5 lnH S 1

A2pmij
D expX 2 F ~Zj 2 mij!

2

2mij
G CJ

5 20.5 ln~2p! 2 0.5 ln mij 2 F ~Zj 2 mij!
2

2mij
G . (B4)
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